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Growing up to be a Man 

 At first look, he is far from what one would consider “manly”.  He hunches in the most corner of 

corner booths, his back to one wall and his side to another.  His poor posture makes his stomach bulge 

slightly in contrast with the stiff fabric wrapped around his chest and underneath his shirt.  His face is a 

mottled red and he avoids eye contact, even with someone he’s known for 15 years.   

 As Sinatra croons in the background, he pokes at his pasta and breadsticks, seemingly wary of 

everything from the servers to the elderly couple at the next table over.  This is the face of someone 

who’s on edge – ready to dodge and deflect at the slightest sign of trouble.  This is someone who’s been 

judged, and not proudly.   

 Danny Millison is a transgender man, and he expects adversity everywhere.   

 In late 2012 Danny, then known as Leigh, came to the apex of years of self discovery when he 

finally put a name to what he had known for many years.  “For the longest time it was a feeling that 

maybe something was wrong with me,” Millison explained, staring hard at his hands, folding and 

fidgeting in front of him.  It took a friend’s experiences to even introduce him to the concept.  “It just 

clicked.”   

 Even with the transgender rights law that the state of Maryland put into effect as recently as 

October 2014, people like Millison face hardships that most people don’t even think about: coming out 

to family, discrimination in the workplace, and even just facing the public when walking down the street.  



“People always try to figure out what you are,” he says, describing the feeling of eyes on him all the time 

in public places – people staring and glaring at him when he uses the restroom.   

That explains his appearance of paranoia.  “It gets to a point where you’re too feminine for the 

men’s room and too manly for the women’s room,” he says.  Even something as simple as using the 

bathroom is a trial.  To avoid it, he usually ends up hoping for the family restroom to be free, but he’s 

not always so lucky.   

 According to a 2009 survey by the National Center for Transgender Equality, 54 percent of 

transgender people in Maryland report being harassed in public places of accommodation, such as 

bathrooms and bus stops.  The fairly new bill is supposed to protect people from discrimination, but that 

doesn’t seem to be stopping the problem.   

 Scratching his head, Millison runs a hand over his dull brown hair, cut short and slightly uneven 

as if a self-administered treatment.  He’s slowly starting to relax, but he still wears the subject like a 

straw shirt – or a binder that’s just a little too tight.  “You have to live up to what society says is right for 

your gender,” he explains, shifting again.  “It’s not really healthy, but it’s the safest.”   

 With a deep breath, Millison tells a story about coming out to a coworker who seemed 

understanding at the time, but that ended up not being the case.  Overhearing the coworker make an 

offensive joke, Millison reported it to the company’s human resources department – a supposedly 

anonymous action.  It turned out to be not so anonymous, as Millison later overheard the same 

coworker talking about the “he/she” that got her in trouble.  And when Millison tried to report that?  He 

was told it was “just hearsay” and that nothing could be done about it.  They even went so far as to 

blame him for being “open” about his gender.   



And Millison’s experience is far from uncommon.  71 Percent of transgender Marylanders have 

experienced harassment or mistreatment at the workplace, and 42 percent have experienced “adverse 

job action” such as being fired from a position or being denied a promotion or a raise.   

Millison is too afraid to report the mistreatment, fearing a similar backlash on a higher level, 

despite the legislation.   

 Even in the LGTBQ community, transgender people face controversy.  Transphobia and 

transmisogyny exist everywhere.  “Some cisgender gay men don’t see trans men as men at all because 

of what’s between their legs,” Millision says.  “It’s the same for trans and cisgender lesbians too.”   

And then there’s the disphoria.    

Imagine for a moment, the feeling of being in a body of the opposite gender.  Imagine being 

trapped in that body, knowing it’s wrong.  Imagine waking up every morning, looking in the mirror, and 

seeing the wrong person staring back.  Imagine the feelings of disgust, discomfort, and general disdain.   

Now imagine that, save for surgery and other often pricey medical treatments, there was no 

way to fix it – no way to change.  That’s disphoria.   

This is what Millison deals with daily.  Treatment is available, but he’s unemployed, uninsured, 

and unable to afford it on his own.  “Disphoria is different for everyone, but for me it’s a feeling of 

discomfort, anxiety, and…” he licks his lips, at a momentary loss for words.  “I look in the mirror and it’s 

a feeling of being in a completely different body.  It’s both physical and emotional.”   

He hunches back in his seat, looking nearly exhausted from the effort of conversation.  Being 

transgender is difficult on its own, but in Millison’s position it becomes a trial of Hercules just to face the 

day.  He acknowledges that every person’s experience is different, but at the end of the day, all trans 

men and women fight similar battles.   



"If society can learn to embrace atypical identities, perhaps those battles can be easier to win, 

or hopefully cease to be entirely," he says, finally making eye contact for the first time since the 

interview began.   

He cracks a small, crooked smile and then goes on to discuss a possible autobiography he might 

someday write: “Poor, Fat, and Trans:  The Dan Millision story.” 
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